REF. 03391

VDS EXTRA LOFT TELEPHONE

Audio terminal. Installed in homes, enables communication with outdoor panel and door opening.
A new telephone concept for the home. Integrated design, in line with new trends and lifestyles, simple
and functional, combining quality and design.
Purity of line, technology and performance make this equipment an elegant and perfect element for any
home.
Made in high impact ABS plastic, with a textured finish for easy cleaning and ultraviolet protection for
greater resistance to sunlight.
Easy to fit wall mounted installation.

VDS system:
Simplified installation audio and video door entry system that does not use house call wires. The call is
made by transmission of a digital call code generated by the VDS amplifier.
- In new works, installation can be carried out with the following type of wiring: UTP CAT5 / 5 wire / 3 wire + Coaxial
(video).
Lets you manage up to 199 homes, 2 entrance accesses and a central guard unit.
Maximum distance from first access to last home: 200 m.
- In replacement works, the change from analogue entry to video entry system can be done taking advantage of the
existing wiring.
The system capacity and distance will depend on the installation wiring.
VDS amplifier comes with voice synthesizer as standard issue.
When the door release is activated a message is heard: “Door open, please close after entering".
The home terminals require simple programming done from the outdoor panel. By means of this programming a call code is
assigned to each terminal (telephone or monitor).
Communication is private.
Wiring. Audio: 3-wire bus. Video: UTP CAT5 / 5 wire / 3 wire + Coaxial (video).
Maximum distance from first access to last home: 200 m.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Terminal has a built-in magnet in the earpiece area that ensures the arm is well fitted and fixed to the base.
This prevents the arm falling off damaging the wall when hanging up and also avoids faults caused in the installation by
being badly hung.
Screw-on surface assembly.
Power supply: 18 Vdc
Door release and guard unit call button.
Call volume control
On/off control
Door bell: for direct house call button connection to monitor/telephone.
Two selectable call tones.
With 2 pushbuttons for additional functions (without functions assigned).
Private communication. Conversation secrecy.
Consumption:
- in standby: 5 mA.
- in call 220 mA
- active: 15 mA

Size of product when packed: 25,8x8,8x5,8
Weight: ,2938 kg
EAN 13: 8424299033914

